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Abstract—The cloud radio access network (C-RAN) architecture based on heterogeneous radio resources and centralized processing holds promise for satisfying the diverse requirements of fifth-generation (5G) mobile applications. In order to provide fronthaul/backhaul connectivity to the radio resources, not only does a dynamic software-defined networking (SDN) optical transport (X-haul) solution resolve the capacity scaling bottlenecks, but it can also lead to statistical multiplexing gains and power efficiency in the system. Infrastructure programmability due to SDN, however, can result in network reliability concerns due to the inherent cyber-physical interdependency between the physical fiber and the higher-layer (IP) control networks. In this paper, we study the SDN C-RAN robustness to node failures, considering the interplay of wireless, optical, and control domains, and examine the effectiveness of two optical-layer routing mechanisms, i.e., static load balancing and dynamic routing, for survivable system operation. Our Monte Carlo analysis points to the marginal advantage of load balancing, irrespective of connection distribution in the control plane. However, optical X-haul programmability provides for robust C-RAN operation with essentially no sensitivity to critical network elements and negligible penalty in terms of fronthaul segment latency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation of cellular networks (5G), to be rolled out by 2020, is emerging to address the disparate requirements of a myriad of services and applications. New technologies and use cases such as the Internet of Things (IoT), smart city infrastructure, ultrahigh resolution video streaming, tactile Internet, road safety and autonomous vehicles, wearable devices, and augmented reality introduce new quality of service (QoS) requirements and the need for dramatic performance enhancements in terms of throughput, end-to-end latency, and reliability. Compared to the existing cellular systems, the key performance indicators of 5G networks imply 1,000 times higher traffic rates, up to 100 times more connections, millisecond-scale end-to-end latencies, and up to 10 Gb/s stationary access rates [1]–[6]. These drastic improvements call for innovations across multiple technology domains, including the densification of wireless access points in new network architectures, the use of new frequency bands in the wireless domain, massive multiple-input, multiple-output (mMIMO) and advanced signal processing schemes, new control solutions based on software-defined networking (SDN), and network function virtualization (NFV) [5]–[11].

From a radio network architecture perspective, two major trends are expected to bring about improvements in the system performance: 1) the densification of radio access points in a tiered heterogeneous network (HetNet), and 2) the centralization of baseband processing functions to improve radio coordination, system cost, and energy consumption. The former trend involves the introduction of small cells (SCs) along with legacy macro cells (MCs) for improved wireless coverage, and the latter is based on decoupling the radio and baseband processing functions in a centralized/cloud radio access architecture (C-RAN). In the C-RAN architecture, remote radio heads (RRHs) are connected to the pool of baseband processing resources as well as the evolved packet core (EPC) [12]. The multiplicity of the radio nodes, the high traffic rates, and the latency and capacity requirements imposed by coordination schemes and existing standards such as the Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) protocol pose significant challenges to designing transport networks for interconnecting the fixed radio resources in a scalable fashion [12]–[19].

The immense capacity and power efficiency of transparent optical fiber networks makes them a promising candidate for fronthauling (connecting the RRHs to the baseband processing pool) and backhauling (connecting the baseband processing resources to the EPC) in C-RANs. While legacy optical networks have been widely static due to overprovisioning and the complexities of real-time or near real-time switching in the optical layer, 5G wireless applications require an optical transport (X-haul) solution that is highly scalable and dynamic to efficiently move the existing resources where they are needed [12], [20]. Otherwise, the cost of an overprovisioned static solution considering the explosion of traffic would be prohibitive. Fortunately, SDN in optical transmission systems is being introduced and standardized for on-demand wavelength services, i.e., the dynamic switching of highly variable traffic patterns directly in the optical domain. With proper abstraction schemes, it is possible to provide application programming interfaces (APIs) to higher layer control applications and services, exposing optical infrastructure capabilities to be dynamically programmed and virtualized [21]–[25]. In a C-RAN scenario, the optical SDN controller can be coupled with the radio SDN controller and orchestrated within a hierarchical control plane architecture for the joint optimization of radio and optical resources [12], [26], [27].
Although optical infrastructure programmability due to SDN leads to C-RAN resource usage efficiency and improved coordinated radio transmission, it makes the network failure response a significant issue. In software-defined optical transmission networks, a higher-layer, logically centralized controller disseminates IP control and signaling messages to the optical network hardware. On the other hand, the optical layer provides the control plane with the physical communication resources for its operation. This IP-optical layer interaction is indeed an example of cyber-physical interdependency [28]. Interdependent systems can be highly susceptible to failure events due to the cascade of failures between different domains, which in certain scenarios can result in a total outage [28]–[33]. As the software-defined C-RAN relies on a programmable optical transport network, it becomes crucial to assess its reliability from a network dependency perspective.

Unreliable X-haul operation is a significant issue from a cellular network performance point of view and has been shown to significantly diminish the performance gains offered by coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission techniques [34]. Research on optical X-haul reliability does exist [35]–[38]; however, the reliability implications of control and data plane topologies in an SDN framework are missing. While the cost advantages of dynamic resource sharing have recently been demonstrated in 5G transport networks [12], to the best of our knowledge, our earlier work in [38] is the only existing effort studying the impact of optical layer agility on SDN-enabled C-RAN robustness. Other existing works study the problem of survivability outside the context of control-data plane interactions and the dependencies among network entities. In Ref. [36], two avenues for enhanced reliability in 5G HetNets are investigated, namely, localized fiber-lean redundancy in the optical backhaul network and wireless bypassing of backhaul fiber faults. In Ref. [37], the authors study the problem of joint 5G optical transport survivability and power saving based on sleep mode operation.

The main novelty of this work is the deep survivability assessment of software-defined optical C-RANs in the context of cyber-physical interdependency, taking into account the topological properties at control and data plane levels. As the characteristics of a logical topology are determined by the network routing algorithm, we especially focus on the impact of optical-layer routing mechanisms. This paper extends our previous work in [38] by examining the possibility of robust C-RAN operation through load-balanced routing in an effort to introduce proactive protection in extreme conditions in addition to reactive optical layer restoration that is enabled by dynamic routing. Load balancing is primarily introduced with the goal of resolving the formation of critical path segments that are intrinsic to C-RANs due to the properties of fronthaul and backhaul connections. Compared to traditional optical protection/restoration techniques, with load balancing it is feasible to overcome both the penalties of additional backup hardware (for protection) and the hardware reconfiguration and rerouting latencies (for restoration). However, its effectiveness in SDN-enabled C-RAN has yet to be determined. To better understand the problem, we study the impact of the control plane in isolation whether or not load balancing is applied to its connections. Furthermore, we study the reliability implications of the hard limits that may be imposed on the fronthaul segment latency. Under a hard node failure scenario, our analysis points to the marginal advantage of load balancing compared with dynamic routing and calls for developments towards a fully programmable optical layer.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define our reference C-RAN architecture based on optical transport and unified SDN control. In Section III, we detail the dependencies among the radio, optical, and control domains, describe our failure model, and propose two solutions for counteracting the system sensitivity to the existing network dependencies and cascading failures; namely, load-balanced routing and dynamic routing. We study the failure response of wireless and optical networks in a 5G C-RAN scenario in Section IV, taking into account the effectiveness of the routing strategies in isolation as well as jointly. Finally, we summarize our findings and conclude in Section V.
II. SOFTWARE-DEFINED OPTICAL C-RAN ARCHITECTURE

We consider a C-RAN based on a dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM) transport network. Fig. 1 depicts the network architecture, where the RRHs, supporting radio frequency (RF) functionalities, are separated from the baseband processing units (BBUs) that perform digital baseband processing. The BBUs are pooled into a centralized baseband processing hotel (BBH). In line with a heterogeneous network architecture, two types of RRHs are envisioned. Macro base stations (MBSs) are always active to provide coverage over the entire area, and small cell base stations (SCBSs) are provisioned for additional capacity on demand. Each ROADM node is assumed to provide fiber connectivity to its neighboring MBS and SCBSs.

In the reference architecture, each BBU port in the BBH and each RRH is equipped with a wavelength tunable transponder. The traffic from the wireless nodes (i.e., RRHs) neighboring a ROADM node is wavelength multiplexed and delivered to one of its port. For activating an RRH, two bidirectional connections should be set up in the optical transport network: one from the RRH to the BBH (i.e. fronthaul connection) and another from the BBH to the EPC (i.e. backhaul connection). While the fronthaul segment is characterized by high capacity and strict delay requirements, the traffic of a backhaul connection is packet based and of lower capacity. Hence, multiple backhaul connections can share a wavelength channel per an appropriate packet multiplexing technique. The total number of wavelengths required for carrying the traffic of the backhaul segment depends on the total aggregated backhaul traffic as well as the capacity per wavelength channel [12]. In our reference architecture, we assume all RRHs can connect to the provisioned BBH while satisfying the fronthaul latency constraints.

The operation of the optical C-RAN is governed by a logically centralized, omniscient SDN controller, which enables the optimization of the network performance through control applications. Due to the heterogeneity of the available resources, a hierarchical SDN control plane, comprising separate technology domain controllers can provide for the dynamic and joint optimization of radio, transport, and cloud resources [27]. In fact, the controller in Fig. 1 is made up of optical, wireless, and cloud controllers all interacting under a global orchestrator. While the centralized controller can actually be realized by incorporating multiple physical controllers at different locations of the network for reliability, scalability, and responsiveness [39]–[43], for examining the proposed solutions under worst-case operating conditions, we consider all the physical control hardware to interface one specific ROADM node using an IP router. The dash-double dotted line in Fig. 1 is the physical interface between the SDN control hardware and the router, and denotes the first (last) segment of outgoing (incoming) TCP/IP connections. We also assume the C-RAN to include only one BBH and one node interfacing the EPC and that the controller and the BBU resources to be co-located and connected to the same optical node (i.e., the BBH hub). The optical node interfacing the EPC is denoted as the EPC hub.

We can distinguish three network topologies in Fig. 1 that play an important role in determining the survivability of the optical C-RAN. The ROADMs and the fiber links interconnecting them form a “physical” network topology. The IP control connections and the fronthaul/backhaul connections form two “logical” topologies, i.e., logical control network and logical radio network topologies, respectively. The logical connections are mapped onto the physical fiber network through a routing and wavelength assignment algorithm. Here, we consider shortest-path routing with first-fit wavelength assignment.

III. OPTICAL C-RAN SURVIVABILITY AND ROUTING MECHANISMS

The reference C-RAN architecture in Fig. 1 is composed of three distinct network entities: 1) the radio access network comprising the RRHs and BBUs, 2) the optical X-haul network comprising ROADM nodes, fiber links, optical transceivers, amplifiers, etc., and 3) a higher layer (i.e., IP layer) SDN control plane responsible for controlling the wireless and optical network domains. In this study, we do not consider the power grid. However, in practice the power grid provides the network elements with power and receives control for its operation.

The operation of the C-RAN architecture depends on a programmable optical X-haul network, which introduces cyber-physical interdependency in the system [38]. This interdependency arises in highly dynamic software-defined optical transmission. In such a case, the physical fiber network elements (including ROADM nodes and optical amplifiers) rely on regular information exchanges with the higher-layer (i.e., cyber) SDN control plane for stable and optimal operation. On the other hand, the IP-based SDN control plane depends on the physical fiber network for the dissemination of its messages. This interdependency renders the C-RAN highly susceptible to failures, since a single failure in one domain can potentially trigger a series of failures across the domains and lead to cascading failures with significant consequences.

For assessing the reliability of an optical C-RAN, the dependencies among the constituent technology domains should be defined. Referring to the architecture in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 illustrates the existing dependencies in the system with arrows denoting the dependency direction. The IP-based SDN control plane provides control functionalities to both optical X-haul and radio access networks. Hence, these two networks depend on the SDN control plane for their operation. The SDN control messages are assumed to be disseminated over wired interfaces only. As a result, the control network depends on the optical network (hence, cyber-physical interdependency with potential for cascading failures). Finally, the RAN depends on the optical X-haul network for fronthauling and backhauling the radio equipment. These four different dependencies denote the directions for the propagation of failures. For instance, a failure in either the control network or the X-haul network can lead to a failure scenario in the RAN. However, a failure event in the RAN will not affect the two other entities. In order to quantify
C-RAN reliability with regard to the functionalities provided by a reconfigurable optical X-haul network, we define our failure model as detailed by the following set of rules.

1) A physical node (either optical or wireless) fails when it loses connectivity to the controller.
2) A fiber link fails as soon as either of its neighboring ROADM nodes fails.
3) If a ROADM node fails, all RRHs directly connected to that node will fail since they lose connectivity to the X-haul network.
4) If a fronthaul or backhaul connection is lost, its corresponding wireless node (RRH) fails.
5) The ROADM node connecting to the SDN control hardware and the BBH (i.e., BBH hub) is highly protected and never fails. Otherwise, the whole system will be brought to a halt due to the lack of control signals. On the other hand, the EPC hub fails if it loses its connection to the control network.

This is a hard failure model in which a node fails when it loses connection to the controller. In practice, it is possible for a node to continue its static operation without higher layer control. A more relaxed, soft failure model as well as a model in which link failures replace node failures result in less severe performance degradation. However, in an effort to study the performance under harsh operating conditions (i.e., worst-case analysis), we assume the case where the lack of control results in physical-layer instability and an inevitable failure.

While the failure detection time by the SDN controller, controller response time, dynamics of the network protocol stack, hardware reconfiguration speeds, and traffic characteristics affect the network throughput, we hide these case-specific details in our abstract failure model in order to focus only on the topological properties of the SDN-enabled C-RAN. As a future step, this model should be extended to include the time aspect associated with the network elements and protocols.

We consider two possible mechanisms that can be implemented in the optical layer of the SDN-enabled C-RAN for improved survivability. The former technique is static load balancing in an effort to avoid single points of failures. The latter technique is the dynamic routing of connections based on rapid wavelength switching.

### A. Optical-Layer Load Balancing

There exist three types of connections in the reference architecture of Fig. 1. Control connections contribute to the SDN control plane and form a connected logical topology on top of the physical fiber network. Through these connections, each optical or wireless node interfaces the SDN controller attached to the BBH hub. Fronthaul connections and backhaul connections are set up for connecting the RRHs to BBU resources and the EPC, respectively. The traffic rate of a backhaul connection is typically much lower than that of a fronthaul connection [12]; hence, the traffic from multiple backhaul connections can be properly aggregated and carried on a single wavelength. By default, shortest-path routing can be employed to map these connections onto the optical transport network. However, this could lead to unbalanced resource utilization, resulting in higher vulnerability wherever the concentration of connections is high.

Let $C_{N \times N}$ denote the physical cost matrix in an optical network of $N$ ROADM nodes. $C(i, j) = C(j, i)$ is the cost associated with the bidirectional link connecting nodes $i$ and $j$. If there is no direct fiber link between nodes $i$ and $j$, $C(i, j) = 0$. If the cost of all fiber links is equal and fixed, then the problem of shortest-path routing reduces to minimum hop-count routing. With a static cost matrix, the connections are always mapped to the shortest path between a desired pair of source and destination nodes until wavelength blocking occurs and the next shortest path is considered. In a C-RAN architecture, this routing strategy could lead some links and nodes to be heavily loaded. For instance, each active RRH in Fig. 1 requires a backhaul connection from the BBH hub to the EPC hub. As long as the shortest path between these two hubs has capacity, backhaul connections will keep being mapped onto this path. As a result, the network elements on the path become highly critical, with a single failure resulting in total RAN outage.

When distributing the traffic over different routes (i.e., optical-layer load balancing), it is possible to improve the resilience of the RAN to single failure events. Not only load balancing can prevent the formation of a single point of failure, but it also enhances the delay/throughput performance of communication networks by resolving congestions, resulting in improved system scalability [44]. As it is possible to balance the connections upon their arrival, load balancing does not suffer from the deficiencies of traditional protection (in terms of dedicated backup hardware) and restoration (in terms of rerouting latency) techniques. However, compared with shortest-path routing, load balancing in a ROADM network leads to longer connections paths, which can be undesirable for delay-sensitive applications.

To perform load balancing in the optical X-haul network, the physical network cost matrix should be dynamically updated. We define aggregation coefficient, $AC$, as the ratio of fronthaul connection bit rate to backhaul connection bit rate. Assuming that fronthaul and control connections are both allocated full wavelength capacity, the traffic of AC backhaul connections can be accommodated on a single wavelength. We define three routing mechanism as follows.
1) Routing R1: The cost matrix is static, with its nonzero entries being equal to 1. All connections are mapped onto the optical transport network based on minimum hop-count routing (i.e., baseline routing scheme, no load balancing).

2) Routing R2: The cost matrix is dynamic to perform load balancing. The default cost of any fiber link is equal to 1. For each connection mapped onto a fiber, the fiber cost is incremented by 1. Upon a connection release, the corresponding link cost is decremented by 1.

3) Routing R3: As in R2, the cost matrix is dynamic. However, the increment/decrement values depend on the connection type. If a backhaul connection (smallest-size connection) has to be mapped on a fiber, its cost is increased by 1. For fronthaul or control connections, the cost is increased by AC. Upon the release of a connection, the cost values are updated accordingly.

The following pseudocode of algorithm CostUpdate() illustrates the differences of R1, R2, and R3. The differentiating factor is how the physical cost matrix is updated upon a connection setup or teardown. Both R2 and R3 are strategies for implementing load balancing in the network. The former treats all connections equally, whereas the latter takes the bit rate disparities into account. These routing strategies do not depend on the reconfiguration capabilities of the physical layer and only come to action at the times of connection setup or release.

**Algorithm CostUpdate(C, R, M, L, r)**

**Inputs:** 
- C: physical cost matrix; 
- R: routing mechanism; 
- M: update mode (1 for connection setup and -1 for connection teardown), 
- L: ordered list including the nodes along the route from the source to the destination; 
- r: required connection capacity (∈ \{1, AC\}).

**Output:** The updated cost matrix C.

1. if R = R1 then return C
2. if R = R2 then
3. \( \text{uterm} \leftarrow M \)
4. else
5. \( \text{uterm} \leftarrow M \times r \)
6. for \( n \leftarrow 1, \text{len}(L) - 1 \) do
7. \( C(L(n), L(n + 1)) \leftarrow C(L(n), L(n + 1)) + \text{uterm} \)
8. \( C(L(n + 1), L(n)) \leftarrow C(L(n + 1), L(n)) + \text{uterm} \)
9. return C

**B. Dynamic Routing in the Optical Layer**

The physical-layer agility provided by SDN control is an effective solution to the problem of cascading failures in software-defined optical transmission systems. Although the cyber-physical interdependency between the IP control network and physical fiber network results in cascading failure events due to the disconnection of nodes from the network controller, the synergistic operation of the control and data plane entities holds promise for high network survivability [28]. Dynamic routing in the optical layer using intelligent SDN control is actually an example of optical layer restoration.

The idea is to reroute connections around the points of failure as much as possible. In an optical C-RAN comprising control, fronthaul, and backhaul connections, the failure propagation and connection restoration mechanisms follow the sequence in the list below. The failure event is assumed to be initiated by a single ROADM node failure.

1) With a node failure, all fibers connected to that node also fail and a new physical fiber topology is formed.
2) Any connection originating or terminating at the failed node also fails. If a fronthaul (backhaul) connection fails, its corresponding backhaul (fronthaul) connection also fails.
3) The remaining connections that have been affected by the node failure could survive if they can be mapped onto another route with available capacity. Nevertheless, if the rerouting of a connection violates the service requirements (e.g., due to the limited end-to-end fronthaul latency), the connection should be dropped.
4) As a result of the failure, the control plane logical topology gets updated. If any node loses connection to the BBH hub, it will also fail.
5) The failure cascade terminates when no new node loses connection to the controller at the end of an iteration.

**Order of Events with Dynamic Routing**

**Inputs:** 
- \( F \): failure trigger index; 
- \( B \): BBH hub index (i.e., the location of the SDN controller); 
- \( C \): physical fiber-network topology matrix; 
- \( CP \): logical control-plane topology matrix; 
- \( SC \): set of all connections including their attributes and routes.

1. \( SF \leftarrow \{F\} \quad \triangleright\text{set of future failing nodes} \)
2. while \( SF \neq \emptyset \) do
3. \( \text{Let } f\text{ denote the index of the upcoming failing node} \)
4. \( C(f, \cdot) \leftarrow 0 \)
5. \( C(:, f) \leftarrow 0 \quad \triangleright\text{All fibers connected to } f \text{ fail} \)
6. for any connection \( c \in SC \text{ affected by } f \) do
7. if \( \text{src}(c) = f \) or \( \text{dst}(c) = f \) then
8. \( SC \leftarrow SC - c \quad \triangleright c \text{ fails and is removed} \)
9. if \( c \) is a backhaul/fronthaul connection then
10. Its counterpart is removed from SC
11. else
12. \( CP(\text{src}(c), \text{dst}(c)) \leftarrow 0 \)
13. \( CP(\text{dst}(c), \text{src}(c)) \leftarrow 0 \)
14. else if \( c \) can be rerouted and satisfy latency then
15. Update the information for \( c \) in SC
16. else
17. \( SC \leftarrow SC - c \)
18. if \( c \) is an X-haul connection then
19. Its counterpart is removed from SC
20. else
21. \( CP(\text{src}(c), \text{dst}(c)) \leftarrow 0 \)
22. \( CP(\text{dst}(c), \text{src}(c)) \leftarrow 0 \)
23. for any operating node \( n \) do
24. if \( n \) cannot reach \( B \) using the updated \( CP \) then
25. Add \( n \) to \( SF \) as a next step failing node

The chart above shows the order of events with dynamic
routing when a failure takes place at node \( F \). According to the pseudocode, if a failing connection is a control plane connection, then the control plane matrix, \( CP \), is updated upon the removal of that connection. However, if the failing connection is a fronthaul (backhaul) connection, then it is simply removed along with its corresponding backhaul (fronthaul) connection (leaving \( CP \) unchanged). Compared to the load balancing technique, dynamic routing relies on fast network reconfiguration capability. In this paper, we study the two proposed mechanisms independently as well as jointly in terms of effectiveness for reliable optical C-RAN operation.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To study the impact of the optical-layer routing mechanisms on the C-RAN failure response, we consider two physical fiber topologies. Fig. 3(a) depicts the 24-node U.S. topology with 43 bidirectional links (average node degree: 3.6), and Fig. 3(b) depicts the 28-node pan-E.U. topology with 41 bidirectional links (average node degree: 2.9). Please note that while these topologies pertain to long-haul networks, we adopt them in our analysis by assuming that fiber lengths have been properly scaled down to satisfy the fronthaul latency constraints. In the given topologies, each ROADM node is connected to one MBS and 10 SCBSs. An SCBS is assumed to be active with probability 0.5. In each network one node serves as the BBH hub and another as the EPC hub. In order to take into account the fronthaul segment latency constraints, we pick the BBH hub as the node with the minimum average distance to every other node in the network. Considering \( d_{ij} \) to denote the minimum hop-count distance of node \( j \) from node \( i \) in an \( N \)-node network, we define \( D_i \) to be the average distance of node \( i \) and calculate it as

\[
D_i = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{j=1, j\neq i}^{N} d_{ij}.
\]  

(1)

We pick the BBH hub to be located at the position that minimizes (1). In the two proposed topologies,

\[
D_{i,\text{min}} = \begin{cases} 
2.22 & |i=9 \text{ (24-node)} \\
2.67 & |i=19 \text{ (28-node)} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

The considered BBH hub locations are naturally central in the topologies and point to nodes of higher degrees. Due to space constraints, we only report our results for the EPC hub location that makes the network most vulnerable under static optical layer operation. We consider the aggregation coefficient, AC, to be equal to 10 [26]. In our analysis, the logical control plane is implemented as a uniformly randomly generated connected graph that comprises 10% of the total number of links in a full mesh topology. We use shortest-path routing (as described in Section III) with first-fit wavelength assignment (with 96 available wavelengths) for mapping control plane, fronthaul, and backhaul connections onto the physical fiber network.

To examine the optical C-RAN survivability, we induce a node failure at a certain location (i.e., failure trigger location) and study the failure cascade in the system. We define two quantities: 1) Optical network survival percentage (optical NSP), and 2) wireless network survival percentage (wireless NSP). NSP is defined as the percentage of the surviving nodes at the end of the failure event divided by the number of nodes that can fail in the network. As for the optical network with \( N \) ROADM nodes, the number of nodes that can fail is \( N - 1 \) since the BBH hub is assumed to be highly protected. In the heterogeneous wireless network, wireless NSP is the percentage of the number of active RRHs at the end of the failure cascade to the number of initially active RRHs.

To report any data point, we average the results over 1,000 Monte Carlo simulation runs and also include 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The CIs are calculated using the method of batch means with 50 batches of 20 samples [45, ch 8]. We examine our results in two different subsections, pertaining to the distinct roles of optical-layer load balancing and agility.

A. Load Balancing Impact

Fig. 4 depicts the optical and wireless NSP versus failure trigger location for a fixed set of BBH and EPC hubs, considering the three routing mechanisms of Sec. III. Here, the physical layer is assumed to be static to study the load balancing impact in isolation. With R1 (minimum hop-count routing), according to Fig. 4(c), the wireless NSP in the 24-node network averaged...
over 22 possible failure trigger locations (excluding the BBH and EPC hubs as in Fig. 3(a)) is 39%. This is the minimum average wireless NSP that can be achieved as a function of the EPC hub location. If we keep the BBH hub location fixed and move the EPC hub to node 10, then the wireless NSP (averaged over possible failure trigger locations) achieves its maximum value (i.e., 54%). Averaging over all possible EPC hub and failure trigger locations, a value of 47.5% can be achieved. As for the 28-node topology, the wireless NSP averaged over 27 possible EPC hub locations (excluding the BBH hub fixed @ node 19) is 59.4% (minimum: 47.3% with EPC hub @ node 5 as in Figs. 3(b) and 4(d), maximum: 67% with EPC hub @ node 18). In general, the further apart the BBH and EPC hubs, the more vulnerable the C-RAN.

Considering the optical X-haul network alone, failure at high-degree nodes generally results in longer failure cascades due to the cyber-physical interdependency between the IP control and physical fiber networks. Interestingly, the use of load balancing (routing strategies R2 and R3) does not improve the optical system robustness. The average 24-node optical NSP is equal to 55.1% for R1, 43.8% for R2, and only 33.9% for R3. In the 28-node optical network, these values are equal to 68.5%, 60.8%, and 55.7%, respectively.

Considering Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), the failure response of the wireless network closely follows that of the optical X-haul network except when a failure in the backhaul segment results in a total network outage. With R1, no load balancing takes place and the low-capacity backhaul connections get aggregated onto a critical path connecting the BBH and EPC hubs. In Fig. 3(a) the critical backhaul path includes nodes 9, 12, 16, 22, and 23. In Fig. 3(b) this route includes nodes 19, 15, 14, 9, 10, and 5. While a failure at such node locations leads to total wireless network failure with R1, load balancing results in marginal improvement. Overall, the survival rate in the wireless network is smaller than that of the optical network. The average wireless NSP is 39% for R1, 29.8% for R2, and 24.3% for R3 in the U.S. topology. In the E.U. topology, these values are equal to 47.3%, 41.7%, and 39.1%, respectively. This degraded performance is primarily due to the fact that two connections (i.e., fronthaul and backhaul) need to be active for
any wireless network node to survive, whereas in the optical network a node should only be somehow connected to the SDN controller.

To understand the negligible and in some sense the detrimental impact of load-balanced routing, we investigate the properties of the control plane. Fig. 5 depicts the average SDN control plane connection length, $L_C$, based on the three routing mechanisms. Considering that the connections are generated randomly with uniform distribution in a network of $N$ nodes, $L_C$ can be expressed as

$$L_C = \frac{1}{N^2} - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1, j\neq i}^{N} d_{ij}. \quad (3)$$

With R1, it is easy to theoretically calculate $L_C$. In the U.S. network, $L_C=2.99$ hops. In the E.U. network, $L_C=3.56$ hops. These values are in agreement with the values achieved via simulations. With load balancing, $L_C$ should naturally grow as the cost matrix becomes dynamic and minimum-hop count routing is no longer in place. With R2, $L_C=3.18$ hops in the U.S. network and 3.77 hops in the E.U. network. With R3, $L_C=3.52$ hops in the U.S. network and 4.02 hops in the E.U. network. In fact, the increased control plane connection lengths due to load balancing account for the increased vulnerability of the optical C-RAN. Longer connections are more correlated and less path disjoint, hence more vulnerable to node failures [46].

Fig. 6 depicts the impact of load balancing when the control and data planes are treated differently. In this scenario, the control plane connections are first routed using R1 (no load balancing) and then the fronthaul and backhaul connections are routed based on R1, R2, or R3. In other words, load
balancing is only applied to the data plane to prevent the undesired increase in $L_C$. With this isolation the failure response is slightly improved (better minimum NSP without compromising the overall performance), but not so much so that the network can be considered failure resilient. As a soft mechanism, load balancing is expected to be more effective for the case of fiber cuts within a soft failure framework. It is not strong enough to counteract hard node failures leading to multiple simultaneous fiber cuts.

B. Dynamic Routing Impact

While load balancing alone could not significantly improve the survivability of the software-defined optical C-RAN, in this section we look at the potential gains of physical layer agility (as elaborated in Section III-B), taking into account the fronthaul latency constraints. Previous work has demonstrated the benefits of dynamic routing in software-defined optical transmission networks [28], [46]. Here, we only report our results for the RAN segment.

Fig. 7 depicts the wireless NSP versus initial node failure index for the U.S. and E.U. topologies and the three routing mechanisms. A programmable X-haul network significantly improves the RAN robustness by rerouting control plane as well as fronthaul and backhaul connections around the points of failure, irrespective of the routing strategy involved. With an agile optical layer, the average wireless NSP in the U.S. network is equal to 86.9% with R1, 86.8% with R2, and 86.8% with R3. In the E.U. network, these values are respectively equal to 91.6%, 91.8%, and 91.7%. Note that a portion of the wireless network failures are enforced by the failure trigger event. The RRHs connected to the ROADM node failing in the first place cannot be saved.

As the choice of routing cost matrix does not matter with a dynamic X-haul network, we report the rest of our results under R2. Since the modification of the physical fiber topology and the rerouting of connections result in increased connection lengths, the increased latency in the fronthaul segment, as a highly latency-sensitive segment of the network, should be taken into account. In Fig. 8, we report average fronthaul hop count, $L_F$, versus failure trigger location either before or after the failure events. With R1, the average fronthaul connection hop count in the U.S. network is $D_9 = 2.22$ hops. This value is $D_{19} = 2.67$ hops in the E.U. network. With R2, the connection lengths are longer and $L_F = 2.53$ hops in the U.S. network and 2.93 hops in the E.U. network. The rerouting of connections upon failure does not lead to a significant increase of $L_F$. The average increase is equal to 2.3% and 1.87% in the U.S. and E.U. topologies, respectively. Typically the failure events triggered at the nodes neighboring the BBH hub result in the most significant impact. In the U.S. network, the maximum increase in $L_F$ is realized when the initial failure takes place at node 7 (hop count increase: 10.6%). In the E.U. network, the failure at node 18 leads to the maximum increase in latency (15.3%).

Finally, we study the wireless network survivability performance when the maximum fronthaul hop count, $H_{max}$, is capped by a hard limit. According to Fig. 3, in the U.S. topology the BBH hub can reach any other node in less than 5 hops (i.e., $H_{max} = 4$). As well, in the E.U. topology, $H_{max} = 5$. The results in Fig. 9 imply that even without changing the maximum fronthaul hop count limit, the dynamic routing of connections can result in a very high wireless NSP. In the U.S. network, the minimum (mean) wireless NSP is 79.3% (84.7%) for $H_{max} = 4$ and saturates at 85% (86.8%) for $H_{max} = \infty$. On the other hand, in the E.U. network, the minimum (mean) wireless NSP varies between 81.7% (89.8%) for $H_{max} = 5$ and 88.8% (91.8%) for $H_{max} = \infty$.

V. CONCLUSION

The proliferation of 5G C-RAN architectures employing a software-defined reconfigurable optical transport network calls for the reliability assessment of such systems within the context of network dependencies. In this paper, we studied the impact of optical-layer load balancing and infrastructure
programmability on the survivability of a software-defined C-RAN, taking into account the three-way dependencies among the optical, radio, and higher-layer control entities. Under a hard node failure model, load balancing could barely prevent a total wireless network outage state by distributing connections. With load balancing, the best minimum RAN survival percentage was 3.8% in the 24-node U.S. network and 10.2% in the 28-node pan-E.U. network. These values could be achieved by isolating the routing in the control and data planes. A control plane topology employing load balancing was found to be detrimental as longer connections result in larger failure cascades in the optical X-haul network.

Unlike load balancing, X-haul network infrastructure programmability proved to be a strong means for achieving significantly robust C-RAN operation with no sensitivity to critical network elements. Our analysis indicated that the impact of reconfiguration on the latency-sensitive fronthaul segment is negligible, with the penalty being strongest when the failure event is triggered at a BBH hub’s neighboring node. While the choice of BBH and EPC hub location did not have a significant impact on C-RAN reliability with X-haul reconfiguration, future work should consider the case of multiple BBH and EPC hubs in the network in order to examine the trade-offs between statistical multiplexing and reliability gains due to resource redundancies. Furthermore, due to the heterogeneous nature of C-RANs, it will be instrumental to study their survivability based on a hybrid X-haul network, comprising various link types (e.g., fiber, free space optical) with different failure probabilities.
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Fig. 8: Average fronthaul connection hop count versus failure trigger location under $R_2$ for (a) 24-node U.S and (b) 28-node E.U. topologies.

Fig. 9: Impact of maximum permissible fronthaul connection length on wireless network survival percentage in (a) 24-node U.S and (b) 28-node E.U. topologies.
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